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What GAO Found

Since 2017, the Navy has made numerous changes and plans additional changes to enhance Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) ship-driving training. The Navy plans for these changes to result in a threefold increase in the number of initial ship-driving training hours for SWOs by 2021, compared with the number of training hours prior to the 2017 collisions (see fig.). The Navy added classroom and simulator time to existing training courses to improve ship-driving skills and is developing two additional simulator-based ship-driving courses planned for 2021. These plans hinge on the completion of two new simulator-based training facilities, scheduled for completion in June 2021 and in January 2023.

The Navy has relied on added skill checks conducted throughout a SWO’s career to ensure that each SWO has basic ship-driving skills, but has not put key processes and assessments in place to evaluate comprehensively the effectiveness of its changes to ship-driving training. Senior Navy officials stated that it could take 16 years or more to know if the planned changes to SWO training were effective in increasing Commanding Officer ship-driving proficiency across the fleet and stated that they intend to closely monitor the implementation of changes to the training. However, GAO found that in planning an approach for evaluating the changes, the Navy has not:

- identified a method to solicit fleet-wide feedback on the quality of the increased ship-driving training received by SWOs;
- planned to routinely conduct ship-driving competency “spot checks” that were instituted after the 2017 collisions despite Navy inspectors having found concerns with more than 80 percent of SWOs’ ship-driving skills;
- provided standard criteria to ship Commanding Officers for qualifying SWOs to drive ships, contributing to significant variance in ship-driving experience and competency levels across the fleet; nor
- developed a specific plan to analyze and use information from logbooks in which SWOs are to document ship-driving and related experience.

Without addressing these challenges, the Navy cannot assess in the near term if the significant investments made to expand and enhance SWO ship-driving training are effective; further adjustments are necessary; and Navy ships are being operated safely at sea.

Why GAO Did This Study

In 2017, the Navy had four mishaps at sea including two collisions that resulted in the loss of 17 sailors’ lives and hundreds of millions of dollars in damage to Navy ships. In the wake of those mishaps, the Navy identified deficiencies in SWO ship-driving training and related experience as contributing factors and has undertaken a number of efforts to improve these areas.

Senate Report 115-262, accompanying a bill for the Fiscal Year 2019 National Defense Authorization Act, contained a provision that GAO assess SWO training. This report (1) describes the changes the Navy has made to SWO ship-driving training since the 2017 collisions and (2) assesses the extent to which the Navy has taken actions to evaluate the effectiveness of changes made to SWO ship-driving training. GAO reviewed and analyzed changes made to Navy training and assessment practices and related investments; interviewed cognizant officials; and conducted discussions with SWOs aboard 12 ships.

What GAO Recommends

GAO is making four recommendations to the Navy to routinely evaluate SWO training, including that the Navy collect and evaluate fleet-wide feedback on the quality of training; routinely conduct ship-driving competency assessments; provide standard criteria for qualifying ship drivers; and develop a plan to analyze and use logbook information. The Navy concurred with GAO’s recommendations.

View GAO-20-154. For more information, contact John Pendleton (202) 512-3489, pendletonj@gao.gov
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Congressional Committees

In 2017, the Navy had four significant mishaps at sea, including two collisions that resulted in the loss of 17 sailors’ lives and hundreds of millions of dollars in damage to Navy ships. The Navy completed two internal reviews to identify and correct the root causes of the mishaps, ultimately compiling 111 recommendations to improve surface fleet readiness. In the reviews, the Navy identified numerous contributing factors to the mishaps, including deficiencies in Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) training and related experience. SWOs are Navy officers whose training and primary duties focus on the safe operation of Navy surface ships at sea, management of various shipboard systems, and the leadership of ships’ crews. The Navy’s identified deficiencies regarding SWOs focused on “ship-driving training” and skills related to directing the ship crew in safely navigating and handling a ship on its intended course.

In response to the internal review recommendations the Navy has undertaken a number of efforts to improve SWO training.

The John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 and Senate Armed Services Committee report 115-262 to

---

1A “mishap” is an unplanned event or series of events that results in damage to Department of Defense (DOD) property; occupational illness to DOD personnel; injury to on- or off-duty DOD military personnel; injury to on-duty DOD civilian personnel; or damage to public or private property, or injury or illness to non-DOD personnel, caused by DOD activities.


3SWOs serve on surface ships from nine different classes: aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroyers, littoral combat ships, mine countermeasures ships, amphibious assault, amphibious command, amphibious transport, and dock landing ships. See appendix I for additional information on Navy surface ships.

4Throughout this report we refer to mariner skills such as navigation, seamanship, and ship handling as “ship driving” which refers to the skills required to direct the ship crew in safely and effectively navigating and handling a ship within a wide variety of maneuvering situations. According to the Navy, the core competencies associated with navigation, seamanship, and ship handling include, but are not limited to, theory and practice of navigation at sea, basic ship handling, steering and sailing rules for preventing collisions at sea, shipboard damage control, and understanding and calculating relative motion between maneuvering ships.
accompany a bill for the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 contained provisions that we review SWO training and career paths. For this report, we (1) describe the changes the Navy has made or planned to make to SWO ship-driving training since the 2017 collisions and (2) assess the extent to which the Navy has taken actions to evaluate the effectiveness of those changes. We plan to issue a separate report on SWO career paths in the future.

For objective one, we reviewed Navy documentation from Commander, Naval Surface Forces and Surface Warfare Officers School Command regarding the content, purpose, cost, and status of changes made to and planned for ship-driving training since the 2017 collisions. We focused our analysis on changes made to SWOs’ ship-driving training at the junior officer level as they constitute the majority of changes made to date to address the recommendations of the Navy’s two 2017 internal reviews to ensure safe and effective operations at sea. See appendix II for a listing of Comprehensive and Strategic Readiness Review recommendations specific to SWO ship-driving training and their implementation status as of August 2019. We analyzed planned investments from fiscal year 2018 through fiscal year 2025 for the construction of two ship-driving training facilities and the development of three ship-driving training courses, which includes the cost of purchasing new simulators, hiring new instructors, conducting military construction, and developing course curriculum. We discussed implementation plans—including the status of those efforts for addressing the 2017 internal reviews’ recommendations—with the Commander, Naval Surface Forces; officials from Surface Warfare Officers School Command; Office of the Chief of Naval Operations Surface Warfare Directorate; and officials from the Readiness and Reform Oversight Council.5

For objective two, we reviewed Navy documentation and interviewed Navy officials on how they evaluate SWOs throughout their careers, gather and use feedback from SWOs, assess the effectiveness of SWO ship-driving training, and use available data to inform decisions regarding SWO training. Specifically, we reviewed the implementation of the 10 career milestone checks outlined in Naval Surface Forces Instruction 1412.5 Surface Warfare Officer Milestone Mariner Skills Assessments, Evaluations, and Competency Checks that are to be administered during

5The Readiness and Reform Oversight Council is a group within the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations established to manage the implementation of the internal reviews’ recommendations.
a SWO’s career; the Navy’s efforts to collect feedback from the surface fleet on the quality of SWO ship-driving training and the health of the SWO community; the Navy’s 2018 Officer of the Deck competency assessment results, criteria, and plans to continue evaluating SWO ship-driving competency; the extent to which the Navy had provided standardized criteria for ships’ Commanding Officers to use when evaluating SWOs for ship-driving qualification; and the format of SWO Mariner Skills Logbooks used to track SWO ship-driving experiences, collected and reviewed Navy policies regarding the logbooks. To do this we compared the Navy’s practices with relevant Navy reviews, instructions, and guidance, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, and our prior work on assessing training efforts in the federal government.6 We assessed the reliability of the results of the Navy’s 2018 Officer of the Deck competency assessments by examining them for missing values, comparing other sources that provide the same types of data to ensure consistency, and by interviewing knowledgeable agency officials regarding their accuracy and completeness. In addition, we reviewed the Navy’s internal controls for performing the assessments, such as grading criteria and use of independent inspectors to ensure quality and consistency in the information. We determined that the results of the Navy’s 2018 Officer of the Deck competency assessments were sufficiently reliable for the purposes of reporting on the number and percentage of the graded categories.

We also visited a total of 12 surface ships within the Pacific and Atlantic fleets from January through April 2019, selected according to which ships and crews were available at each of the sites we visited. Aboard these ships we held 24 group discussions with SWOs at two levels—Division Officers and Department Heads—and 12 interviews with Executive and Commanding Officers. In these visits we met with approximately 225 SWOs and discussed the quality of SWO initial training and how the Navy had implemented and assessed changes to training. The SWOs with whom we held group discussions were from ships that Commander, Naval Surface Forces, had identified as available for discussions during our site visits, and do not represent a generalizable sample of SWOs.7


7Due to the timing of our work, the interviews and group discussions did not include SWOs that experienced changes made or planned for SWO training beyond April 2019.
We conducted an analysis of the discussion group responses to identify common themes and provide illustrative examples in our report. Our scope and methodology are discussed in greater detail in appendix III.

We conducted this performance audit from November 2018 to November 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.

Background

2017 Mishaps at Sea

From January through August 2017, the Navy suffered four significant mishaps at sea that resulted in the death of 17 sailors and hundreds of millions of dollars in damage to Navy surface ships (see fig.1).
More recently, the Navy experienced two incidents during which Navy surface ships collided. First, on February 5, 2019, a *Ticonderoga*-class guided missile cruiser—USS *Leyte Gulf* (CG 55)—collided with a Navy resupply ship—the USNS *Robert E. Peary* (T-AKE 5)—while conducting an underway replenishment operation off the coast of Florida. Second, on June 21, 2019, a *Freedom*-class Littoral Combat Ship—the USS *Billings* (LCS 15)—struck a merchant ship while leaving a pier in Montreal,
Canada. According to Navy officials, these recent incidents did not result in serious damage to the ships or injuries to the crews but they demonstrate the need for continued focus and attention on safe ship driving.

Surface Warfare Officers

As of March 2019, the Navy had approximately 8,400 SWOs—Navy officers whose training and primary duties focus on the operation of Navy ships at sea and the management of various shipboard systems. The Navy expects SWOs to progress over the course of their careers from Division Officers driving ships, to Department Heads participating in combat operations, to Executive Officers managing ship crews, and to Commanding Officers overseeing operations. After serving as a Commanding Officer, Surface Warfare Officers can advance to the Major Command level, where they may provide combat and operations leadership to larger forces beyond a single ship. The SWO career path and training continuum were created to chart a course to develop experienced and capable Commanding Officers who are specialists in four areas: (1) Seamanship, Navigation, and Ship Handling; (2) Combat Systems and Maritime Warfighting; (3) Engineering, Material Readiness, and Program Management/Administration; and (4) Command and Leadership. The Navy defines “expected competencies” for SWOs over their career in Commander, Naval Surface Forces Instruction 1412.4A, Surface Warfare Officer Requirements Document, (Oct. 11, 2018).
Figure 2: Career Progression and Associated Shipboard Duties for the Navy’s Surface Warfare Officers (SWOs)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Division Officer</th>
<th>Department Head</th>
<th>Executive/Commanding Officer</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Drive the ship</td>
<td>Fight the ship</td>
<td>Manage and command the ship</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

SWOs lead the bridge team in driving the ship as it conducts operations, with an Officer of the Deck SWO and others standing watch on the bridge at all times while at sea. SWOs learn to drive the ship early in their careers. Therefore, much of initial Division Officer training centers on ship driving.

SWOs lead the Combat Information Center and all ship departments in preparation for combat operations. SWOs are expected to understand their role in combat operations, and SWOs receive advanced training in ship combat later in their career as Department Heads.

The Navy expects SWOs that advance to the roles of Executive Officer and Commanding Officer to provide leadership and management to the ship crew. These senior officers are expected to demonstrate knowledge and competency in many aspects of ship operations to provide effective command.

Source: GAO analysis of Navy information; Navy and Defense Visual Information Distribution Service (photos). | GAO-20-154

Note: Ship personnel and operations are organized under the leadership of the Commanding and Executive Officers into departments, which are further split into divisions.

Surface Warfare Officer Training and At-Sea Experience

The Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Office of the Chief of Naval Operations, Surface Warfare Officers School Command, and Navy Personnel Command, manages and provides ship-driving training to SWOs throughout their careers. Initially, the primary focus of a Division Officer is on leading sailors and developing ship-driving competency, ultimately working toward qualification as an Officer of the
Deck and Surface Warfare Officer.\textsuperscript{10} Therefore, a large part of initial SWO training focuses on leading a division and developing the ship-driving skills needed to qualify and perform as an Officer of the Deck. This training is provided during a SWO’s initial training—in the Basic Division Officer Course—offered in Norfolk, Virginia, and San Diego, California, and is a mix of classroom and simulator-based training.

After completing the Basic Division Officer Course, SWO candidates begin their first at-sea assignment as Division Officers. Division Officers have three primary roles aboard a ship:

1. They support ship-driving operations. New Division Officers gain ship-driving experience in pursuit of the qualification to stand as Officers of the Deck. Once qualified as Officers of the Deck, they lead watch teams in driving ships.

2. They support ship department operations under the supervision of Department Heads, and are responsible for a portion of ship equipment and operations.\textsuperscript{11}

3. They lead a division of approximately 12 to 50 enlisted personnel within departments, and are responsible for the administrative and supervisory duties for divisions.\textsuperscript{12}

In addition to their Division Officer responsibilities, new Division Officers are expected to earn qualification as a SWO by completing required qualifications:

\textsuperscript{10}Officer of the Deck qualification requirements include: being qualified as a conning officer, combat information center watch officer, SWO engineering, bridge launcher control panel operator, small boat officer, and helm/aft steering helm safety officer. In addition, SWOs must stand at least 11 under-instruction watches, and participate in nine special evolutions (e.g., underway replenishment, flight operations, sea and anchor duty). Commanding Officers observe and validate the officers’ performance. SWO qualification requirements include: (1) successful completion of the Basic Division Officer Course; (2) completion of all fundamentals, systems, and watch station personnel qualification standards; (3) demonstration of effective leadership skills and proficiency in performing Division Officer duties, to include management of personnel, spaces, programs, and equipment as well as significant experience as a Bridge, Combat, and Engineering watchstander; and (4) an oral qualification board to validate officers’ general professional knowledge of all aspects of surface warfare.

\textsuperscript{11}A ship is divided into departments, such as engineering, operations, and combat systems, for carrying out specific missions assigned to the ship.

\textsuperscript{12}Ships’ departments are split up into divisions to carry out specific activities in support of the departments’ missions. For example, the engineering department can include divisions such as the auxiliary, electrical, main propulsion, and repair divisions.
education and meeting experience standards, as well as gaining watchstanding experience and demonstrating proficiency in the execution of their duties, according to Navy officials. These qualifications include Officer of the Deck and Combat Information Center Watch Officer, where an officer assists in observing and analyzing information of importance for combat, among others. Navy officials stated that after an officer completes their qualifications, their Commanding Officer reviews the officer’s ability and experiences, and can grant the candidate SWO qualification.

Prior GAO Work

In June 2010, we reviewed Navy policies for surface force training—including initial SWO ship-driving training—and found that the Navy had reduced and altered initial SWO training as an efficiency measure, but lacked performance measures and data necessary to evaluate the impact of changes to training programs.\textsuperscript{13} We found that in 2003, the Navy had replaced its 6-month Division Officer course consisting of classroom and simulator training with software-based training where new Division Officers were instead expected to learn SWO skills from computer-based education software while onboard their first ship. The Navy said this change saved about $50 million annually, but we found that the Navy lacked outcome-based performance measures to evaluate the effects of these changes to training on officer performance. We recommended that the Navy develop metrics to measure the effects of training on SWO job performance, knowledge, skills, and abilities. The Navy concurred with this recommendation but did not implement the recommendation for the software training or for subsequent training programs.\textsuperscript{14}


\textsuperscript{14}According to Navy officials, the Navy ended the computer software-based training and returned to initial classroom and simulator training prior to a SWO’s first at-sea assignment beginning in late 2010.
The Navy has enhanced ship-driving training for SWOs at the early stages of their careers following the 2017 collisions at sea, and by 2021 plans to triple the number of ship-driving training hours when compared with the amount of training SWOs were required to receive prior to the collisions. The Navy’s plans to increase ship-driving proficiency hinge on the completion of two new simulator-based training facilities—the Mariner Skills Training Centers—which are planned to be completed in June 2021 (San Diego, California) and in January 2023 (Norfolk, Virginia). Overall, the Navy plans to invest more than $467 million to develop new ship-driving training courses, build simulator facilities, and deliver the training through fiscal year 2025.

Prior to the 2017 ship collisions, SWOs were required to complete 174 hours of ship-driving training during their Division Officer assignment by attending the Basic and Advanced Division Officer training courses. Following the collisions, the Navy increased the amount of required ship-driving training in these two courses to 203 hours. In June 2019, the Navy added a 4-week ship-driving course—the Junior Officer of the Deck course—that focused exclusively on building ship-driving skills. This course added 158 hours of required classroom and simulator ship-driving training. In June 2021, the Navy plans to expand the curriculum of the Junior Officer of the Deck course and rename it the Officer of the Deck Phase I course, and add an additional 3-week Officer of the Deck Phase II course. These two courses will add an additional 185 hours of required ship-driving training for Division Officers in preparation for their first and second at-sea assignments. Once these ship-driving training courses are in place, Division Officers will be required to complete a total of 535 hours of training—triple (a threefold increase in) the number of ship-driving training hours SWOs were required to complete prior to the 2017 collisions (see fig. 3).

15Once the Officer of the Deck Phase II training course is in place, Surface Warfare Officer School Command plans to reduce the amount of training in the Advanced Division Officer Course by 11 hours.
Below are detailed descriptions of the changes completed and planned to enhance ship-driving training.

**Basic Division Officer Course.** From November 2017 through January 2019, the Surface Warfare Officers School Command changed the Basic Division Officer Course—a 9-week course for new SWO candidates—by increasing the required hours of classroom instruction and simulator training by 12 percent, and broadening the course curriculum. Specifically, prior to the 2017 collisions, SWO candidates were required to spend 113 hours (81 hours of classroom instruction and 32 hours in simulators) in this course to develop their ship-driving skills. After January 2019, however, SWO candidates were required to spend 126 hours (89 hours of classroom instruction and 37 hours in simulators) to develop their ship-driving skills. Regarding added course content, the Surface Warfare Officers School Command added subject matter including additional training on the internationally accepted ship-driving standards that govern ship maneuvers; radar navigation; and the tools used to aid ship-driving.

**Advanced Division Officer Course.** From November 2017 through January 2019, the Surface Warfare Officers School Command changed the Advanced Division Officer Course—a 5-week course for SWOs
returning from their first at-sea assignment—to improve ship-driving skills by increasing the required hours of simulator training from 24 to 36 hours. Prior to the 2017 collisions, SWOs were required to spend 61 hours (37 hours in the classroom and 24 hours in simulators) refining their ship-driving skills in this course. As of January 2019, SWOs were required to spend 77 hours (41 hours in the classroom and 36 hours in simulators) developing and honing their ship-driving skills. Surface Warfare Officers School Command officials also added subjects to classroom time to build on the subject matter presented in the Basic Division Officer Course, including more complex ship-driving techniques and advanced radar navigation. Surface Warfare Officers School Command plans to reduce the hours of training in this course once the Officer of the Deck Phase II course comes online in 2021.

Junior Officer of the Deck course. In June 2019, Surface Warfare Officers School Command provided this new 4-week course for the first time—the course having been developed after the 2017 collisions and focused predominately on building ship-driving skills. The Junior Officer of the Deck course takes place after SWO candidates complete the Basic Division Officer Course and before they begin their first at-sea assignment. SWOs taking this course are required to complete 158 hours of classroom and simulator training designed to increase their ship-driving skills by exposing them to a variety of scenarios involving different maneuvers, and varying sea and weather conditions. The Navy plans to expand this course into a 6 week ship-driving training course (Officer of the Deck Phase I), scheduled to begin in June 2021.

Officer of the Deck Phase I course. According to Commander, Naval Surface Forces documentation, the Junior Officer of the Deck course will expand into the Officer of the Deck Phase I course. Officer of the Deck Phase I is under development and will be 6 weeks long (an additional 2 weeks longer than Junior Officer of the Deck), and will take place after SWO candidates complete the Basic Division Officer Course and before they begin their first at-sea assignment. Officer of the Deck Phase I is intended to build on the Junior Officer of the Deck curriculum by increasing the required number of ship-driving training hours from 158 to 241, and expanding the course content to include instruction on more advanced radar navigation techniques. Surface Warfare Officers School

---

16According to Navy officials, on July 17, 2019, Surface Warfare Officer School Command graduated the first 30 students from the Junior Officer of the Deck course in San Diego, California and 18 students from Newport, Rhode Island.
Command and Commander, Naval Surface Forces officials expect the Officer of the Deck Phase I course to begin in June 2021.

**Officer of the Deck Phase II course.** According to Navy documentation, the Officer of the Deck Phase II course that is under development will be 3 weeks long, and will take place after SWOs have completed their first at-sea assignment and before they attend the Advanced Division Officer Course. This course is intended to continue the development of ship-driving skills through an additional 102 hours of required classroom and simulator training. Surface Warfare Officers School Command and Commander, Naval Surface Forces officials stated that Officer of the Deck Phase II course could begin as early as June 2021.

**Mariner Skills Training Centers.** According to Commander, Naval Surface Forces and Surface Forces documentation, Surface Warfare Officers School Command will provide the Officer of the Deck Phase I and Phase II courses at the Mariner Skills Training Centers—new simulator-based facilities expedited after the 2017 collisions.17 Officials from the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations stated that these facilities—including upgraded simulators, the instructors, classrooms, and the curriculum development for the Officer of the Deck Phase I and Phase II courses—will cost approximately $467.5 million through fiscal year 2025. According to Navy officials, construction on the

- San Diego, California Mariner Skills Training Center will begin in early fiscal year 2020 and will be complete by June 2021 and
- Norfolk, Virginia Mariner Skills Training Center will begin in fiscal year 2021 and will be complete in January 2023.18

The Mariner Skills Training Program is based upon the Littoral Combat Ship ship-driving training program, which according to the Navy, provides a balance of classroom, simulation, and shipboard experience.19

---


18 Navy officials stated that while the Norfolk, Virginia Mariner Skills Training Center is not expected to be complete until January 2023, they are planning on establishing temporary facilities in 2021 to conduct the training until the facilities are complete.

19 The Littoral Combat Ship is a Navy surface ship that utilizes rotational crewing, with multiple crews assigned to each ship. Most Littoral Combat Ship driving training is conducted off the ship in a classroom or simulator setting as operational demands do not allow sufficient time for training during operational periods.
According to Navy officials, since Littoral Combat Ship SWOs serve in rotating crews and have less opportunity to train aboard their ships, the Navy developed the Littoral Combat Ship Training Facility to support SWOs’ training ashore (see fig. 4). The foundation of the Littoral Combat Ship ship-driving program is repetitive training in sophisticated simulators to build ship-driving proficiency. According to the Navy, the effectiveness of this training has been validated over the last 10 years by the superior ship-driving proficiency of Littoral Combat Ship officers during at-sea operations and assessment performance when compared with non-Littoral Combat Ship officers, in many cases.

Figure 4: Littoral Combat Ship Training Facility in San Diego, California

The Navy has relied on a series of added skill checks throughout a SWO’s career to help validate that SWOs have necessary ship-driving and other skills, but has not developed key processes and assessments to evaluate the overall effectiveness of its existing and planned training programs.

The Navy is implementing a series of ten skill checks on ship-driving and other mariner tasks at various career points—for example, before a SWO begins leading a ship department and before the SWO takes command of a ship. The Commander, Naval Surface Forces, issued an instruction in September 2018 detailing ten skill checks to be conducted over the course of a SWO’s career to periodically gauge SWOs’ ship-driving skills. These checks, summarized in appendix IV, are to occur at standardized points in a SWO’s career, either during training or at the beginning or conclusion of certain at-sea assignments. Four of the ten checks were already in place at the time the instruction was issued in September 2018, with a preliminary version of a fifth check also in place. According to Navy documentation, three more of the ten checks had also been implemented as of August 2019, and Navy guidance states that the remaining checks are scheduled to be in place by 2021 or earlier. Navy officials stated they were making these checks more rigorous. For example, according to Navy officials, previously Department Heads were allowed to retake the Command Qualification Assessment ship-handling test as many times as they needed to pass the assessment. According to these officials, in 2018 Surface Warfare Officers School Command allowed only three chances to take the test, leading to five of the 256

20Commander, Naval Surface Forces Instruction 1412.5, Surface Warfare Officer Milestone Mariner Skills Assessments, Evaluations, and Competency Checks (Sept. 21, 2018).
Department Heads assessed in 2018 to be disqualified from advancing beyond the role of Department Head.

Navy officials report that these skill checks are intended to enhance the development and sustainment of ship-driving proficiency across a SWO’s career and to ensure that the changes in training are resulting in competent SWOs at each level of their careers—essentially that SWOs have the skills required to perform their duties. Surface Warfare Officers School Command will administer checks during SWO training on ship-driving to better evaluate individual proficiency and target remediation for those whose performance presents significant concerns. Ship Commanding Officers will also observe and evaluate SWOs on a series of ship-driving scenarios before the completion of their first Division Officer assignment and later as a Department Head to certify that they are prepared for more advanced ship-driving training and responsibilities.

The Navy Has Not Put Key Processes and Assessments in Place to Evaluate the Effectiveness of Changes to SWO Training

While the planned skill checks are designed to help ensure that SWOs have the skills required to perform their duties, senior Navy officials stated that it could take 16 years or more to know if the planned changes to SWO training were effective in increasing Commanding Officer ship-driving proficiency across the fleet. These officials stated that they intend to closely monitor the implementation of changes to the training; however, we found a number of interrelated challenges that limit the Navy’s ability to determine in the near term if the significant investments it is making to expand and enhance SWO ship-driving training are effective. Specifically and described in detail below, in planning an approach for evaluating its efforts, the Navy has not (1) solicited fleet-wide feedback on the quality of the increased ship-driving training, (2) planned to routinely conduct ship-driving competency assessments, (3) provided standard criteria for qualifying Officer of the Deck candidates, and (4) determined how to analyze and use information from logbooks that SWOs are required to complete. The Navy’s Comprehensive Review of Recent Surface Force Incidents—one of the internal reviews completed after the 2017 mishaps—notes the importance of assessing and monitoring performance so that corrective actions can take place.\(^{21}\) In addition, federal government internal control standards state that management should use quality information and monitoring activities to ensure the agency’s

\(^{21}\text{U.S. Navy, Comprehensive Review of Recent Surface Force Incidents (Oct. 26, 2017).}\)
objectives are achieved.\textsuperscript{22} Moreover, our prior work on assessing training efforts in the federal government states that an agency should evaluate the effectiveness of its training and development efforts, to include obtaining feedback, assessing competency, and analyzing relevant data.\textsuperscript{23}

We found that while the Navy collects feedback from certain groups of SWOs, it did not have a formal fleet-wide process to solicit feedback from SWOs on the quality of the increased amount of ship-driving training or to gauge the health of the SWO community. In group discussions we held as part of our review, SWOs identified challenges that Division Officers experience in applying classroom and simulator training to their duties.\textsuperscript{24} According to SWOs in 19 of 24 group discussions with Department Heads and Division Officers, Division Officers have challenges in applying the ship-driving training they receive, due to factors such as differences between training curriculum and actual duties, extended lengths of time elapsed between training and application, varying ship-driving opportunities during Division Officer assignments, and difficulty retaining the large volume of course material.\textsuperscript{25}

SWOs that participated in our discussion groups and interviews identified positive aspects of ship-driving training, as well as concerns about training material.

- During five of 12 ship group discussions with Division Officers, those Division Officers that had taken the Basic Division Officer Course identified positive aspects of the training such as valuable practical exercises and simulator time. However, SWOs in all 12 Division Officer group discussions also identified challenges related to this


\textsuperscript{24}We held 24 group discussions aboard 12 surface ships with SWOs at two levels—Division Officers and Department Heads—and 12 interviews with Executive and Commanding Officers. In these visits we met with approximately 225 SWOs and discussed the quality of SWO initial training and how the Navy had implemented and assessed changes to training.

\textsuperscript{25}Due to the timing of our work, the interviews and group discussions did not include SWOs that experienced changes made or planned for SWO training beyond April 2019.
training, such as the information covered in training being too broad, and a lack of connection to actual duties on their ship.

- More experienced Division Officers in four of 12 Division Officer group discussions identified challenges related to the Advanced Division Officer Course, such as insufficient time in ship-driving simulators, and too much time spent covering material that Division Officers were already expected to learn during their first at-sea assignment.

- Commanding Officers and Executive Officers in seven of 12 interviews, and Department Heads in four of 12 group discussions likewise identified positive aspects of the Basic Division Officer Course, such as improved knowledge of ship operations for Divisions Officers that recently completed the course. However, Commanding Officers and Executive Officers in three of 12 interviews and Department Heads in seven of 12 group discussions identified challenges with the course, including areas where they had to compensate with on-the-job training for skills they felt should have been addressed in initial training, such as ship-driving proficiency in high-traffic environments.

Our prior work on assessing training efforts in the federal government states that an agency should evaluate the effectiveness of its training and development efforts, to include obtaining and analyzing feedback. However, the Navy does not currently have a formal fleet-wide method of soliciting feedback from SWOs to obtain input on the quality of their classroom, simulator, and at-sea training on Division Officer performance and evaluate trends in feedback, and instead uses more limited means to assess training. For example:

- According to Navy officials, Surface Warfare Officers School Command conducts end-of-class surveys at the end of officer training, but no follow-up is conducted by the command after SWOs have assumed their ship duties or to obtain input from the trainees’ superior officers on the value of the training.

- The Navy had a survey for Division Officers and Department Heads in the past, but this survey gave little helpful feedback on training and,

---

according to Navy officials, the Navy discontinued the survey after 2015.27

• Surface Warfare Officers School Command assembles a board of officers from the fleet each year to review areas of its training curriculum, but Navy officials stated that participants are invited based on their expertise. As a result, only those selected to serve on the board (not officers across the fleet) have the opportunity to provide feedback.28

The Navy’s current means to assess training do not allow for the full range of junior and senior officers across the fleet to provide feedback on how well training prepares SWOs for their ship duties. Senior Navy officials acknowledged the value of conducting fleet-wide surveys of SWOs to obtain feedback on how to improve SWO training and gauge the health and morale of the SWO community. SWOs’ experiences in the fleet are diverse, therefore fleet-wide data is of particular value as centralized organizations like Naval Surface Forces, Surface Warfare Officers School Command, and the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations consider costly and consequential training investments. Without a method to regularly collect and analyze information from SWOs across the fleet, such as in a survey, regarding the quality of the increased classroom, simulator, and at-sea training on Division Officer performance, and evaluate trends in feedback received, Navy decision makers lack valuable information that could help them to assess the effects of training on SWO performance.

27According to Navy Personnel Command officials, the command had conducted fleet-wide annual surveys of Division Officers and Department Heads but discontinued these surveys after 2015. Officials from Navy Personnel Command stated that the survey results showed little change over time and they decided to discontinue the survey to conserve resources. These surveys covered a wide range of issues in a SWO’s career, such as professional aspirations and morale, with training comprising a minority of survey material. For example, none of the open-ended questions on the 2015 survey related to training, so the prompted opportunities to provide feedback on training in these surveys were limited to structured responses, providing limited value in identifying means to improve training.

28According to an official from the office of Commander, Naval Surface Forces, the Navy also solicits feedback from groups of officers through Surface Warfare Officers School Command visits to officers stationed in fleet concentration areas, and through semiannual symposiums of ship Commanding Officers.
Navy Surface Warfare Officer School Command training experts developed a ship-driving proficiency measurement system and used it in fiscal year 2018 to conduct ship-driving competency assessments. Specifically, from January through March 2018 Surface Warfare Officers School Command conducted “spot check” ship-driving competency assessments of 164 SWOs that had recently qualified as Officers of the Deck during their first at-sea assignment. Each assessment was conducted by three Navy inspectors that were independent of the assessed SWOs’ chain of command. The independent Navy inspectors found concerns in the ship-driving competency levels of more than 80 percent of these SWOs (see fig. 5). Specifically, Surface Warfare Officers School Command found that 29 SWOs (18 percent) had significant competency problems and 108 had some concerns (66 percent). According to Surface Warfare Officers School Command officials, those SWOs who experienced significant problems in their assessments likely should not have been qualified as Officer of the Deck at the time of the assessment because they violated fundamental ship-driving rules, among other issues. Navy guidance to the fleet emphasizes that these assessments performed by independent experts are valuable in supporting impartial results and providing quality information for analysis.  

Figure 5: Officer of the Deck Competency Assessment Results, January–March 2018

A student completes a simulated ship-driving scenario.


29Surface Warfare Officers School Command, “Fleet Officer of the Deck Competency Check Concept of Operations.”
According to Navy documentation, the Navy also used the 2018 competency assessments to help validate its new Junior Officer of the Deck and Officer of the Deck training curriculum. Specifically, Surface Warfare Officers School Command used the same Officer of the Deck competency assessment criteria to assess six officers in May 2018 and 12 in July 2018 that completed a pilot version of the Junior Officer of the Deck course. Surface Warfare Officer School Command found that the students with no at-sea experience that had completed a pilot of the new Junior Officer of the Deck training course in some cases outperformed qualified Officers of the Deck that had over a year of at-sea experience.30

According to Navy officials, the ability to compare ship-driving proficiency among populations and with earlier baselines using these competency assessments was valuable to the Navy in identifying the effects of changes to training, and could also be valuable in the future, as well.

However, when we visited Surface Warfare Officers School Command in February 2019, officials told us they did not plan to conduct additional competency assessments until 2020.31 In meetings with Surface Warfare Officers School Command and senior Navy leaders, we noted that delaying additional assessments could limit visibility over ship driving proficiency trends and that small sample sizes could affect the Navy’s ability to make comparisons over time. In response, the Navy accelerated and expanded additional competency assessments. According to Navy officials, in spring 2019, Surface Warfare Officers School Command began to assess a sample of Division Officers using the Officer of the Deck competency assessment at the beginning of each Advanced Division Officer Course to collect and analyze performance data and refine training curriculum. Further, as of July 2019, the Navy had assessed 38 SWOs from three courses and found that the proficiency

30 The competency assessment system collects demographic data from participants to help link trends in experience to performance and knowledge demonstrated in the event, allowing for quantitative analysis of competency assessment results and comparison among groups and over time.

31 According to Navy officials, the Navy plans to conduct Officer of the Deck competency assessments across all world-wide home ports in 2020, as was carried out from January to March 2018.
level of the SWOs assessed had not improved from the proficiency levels seen in the 2018 assessments.\(^{32}\)

Senior Navy officials we met with as part of this review stated that they recognize the value in implementing periodic ship-driving competency assessments by independent inspectors to identify trends in ship-driving proficiency over time. However, we also found that the Navy has not planned to routinely conduct these assessments in the future. Specifically, in July 2019, Navy officials stated that they do not plan to complete these Officer of the Deck competency assessments beyond 2021 and plan to replace them with a different assessment at the end of the planned Officer of the Deck Phase II course. However, our analysis shows that mid-fiscal year 2024 is the first time Officer of the Deck Phase I course graduates will have completed their first at-sea assignment and be available to have their ship-driving training assessed, resulting in a multi-year gap in planned competency assessments. In order to measure the effectiveness of the full complement of Navy’s new and enhanced ship-driving training, the independent Navy inspectors will need to continue administering the Officer of the Deck competency assessments beyond 2021. In addition, an assessment performed at the end of training, such as the planned Officer of the Deck Phase II assessment, indicates the SWOs’ proficiency after additional training and may give a less accurate indication of prior at-sea proficiency. According to federal government internal control standards, management should use quality information and monitoring activities to ensure the entity’s objectives are achieved.\(^{33}\) Moreover, our prior work on assessing training efforts in the federal government states that an agency should evaluate the effectiveness of its training and development efforts, to include assessing

\(^{32}\)Navy officials stated that the 38 SWOs that were assessed in 2019 had not benefitted from the new and expanded ship-driving training courses—since they attended the Basic Division Officer Course in 2017 before Surface Warfare Officers School Command had adjusted the training curriculum. According to Navy officials, the only change that these SWOs had experienced was an increased awareness of the importance of safe ship-driving. Navy officials stated that they believe that once SWOs receive the new and expanded ship-driving training they will demonstrate higher proficiency levels. However, this will not occur until at least mid-fiscal year 2022 when graduates of the recently implemented Junior Officer of the Deck course complete their first 30-month Division Officer at-sea assignment, attend their Advance Division Officer Course, and are assessed.

The Navy Lacks Standard Criteria for Informing the Qualification of Officer of the Deck Candidates

We found that the Navy has not provided standard criteria to ship Commanding Officers on fleet-wide ship driving proficiency expectations to inform the qualification of Officer of the Deck candidates. Instead, the Navy has determined that ship Commanding Officers should use their individual judgment in granting this qualification based on a set of required officer experiences, which the Navy refers to as Personnel Qualification Standards. Following the 2017 collisions, Surface Warfare Officers School Command developed proficiency standards to measure and test Officer of the Deck ship-driving proficiency to implement the Officer of the Deck competency assessments described above. The proficiency standards require an Officer of the Deck to demonstrate knowledge of navigation systems, rules of the road, and effective bridge resource management and to demonstrate the ability to successfully navigate high-traffic environments.

However, the varying at-sea experiences of officers and subjective nature of some requirements have led to different experiences for SWO candidates working to qualify as Officer of the Deck. SWOs must complete a standard series of requirements in ship-driving and other experience before they are eligible to qualify as Officer of the Deck, with Commanding Officers granting qualification after their assessment of the SWO’s performance and fitness. However, when we held group discussions with SWOs on ships in the fleet, SWOs in nine of 12 group discussions with Division Officers, eight of 12 group discussions with Department Heads, and three of 12 interviews with Commanding Officers and Executive Officers identified significant differences in opportunities, experiences, and assessments that Division Officers experience in earning their qualification as Officers of the Deck during their first Division Officer assignment. For example:

---


35Due to the timing of our work, the interviews and group discussions did not include SWOs that experienced changes made or planned for SWO training beyond April 2019.
In one group discussion, Division Officers reported being qualified as Officers of the Deck without ever having stood watch at sea, with the Commanding Officer granting qualifications based on their classroom and simulator experience alone.

In five of 12 group discussions with Division Officers, Division Officers stated that SWOs on ships in maintenance had few opportunities to stand watch on the bridge at sea to build proficiency in difficult ship-driving operations, but still received their qualifications.

SWOs in 17 of 24 group discussions stated that some Division Officers get more ship driving experience than others before earning their Officer of the Deck qualifications. For example, Division Officers assigned to ships with more time at sea or fewer Division Officers get more experience to practice ship driving than those on ships with little time at sea or that must divide ship-driving opportunities among numerous Division Officers.

Commanding Officers in three of 12 interviews reported that they had to temporarily place their Division Officers on other ships to gain qualifying experience, and had to rely on the judgment of the other ships’ Commanding Officers in determining their qualifications as Officers of the Deck.36

According to Navy officials, the Navy has not provided Officer of the Deck assessment criteria based on the developed proficiency standards to ship Commanding Officers, out of deference to their judgment in interpreting an officer’s preparedness to drive their ship. Navy officials emphasized the importance of allowing ship Commanding Officers to make their own determination of an officer’s preparedness to drive a ship, due to their knowledge of the ship’s operating conditions. Navy officials also stated that they considered the Officer of the Deck assessment standards to be a resource for use by Surface Warfare Officer Schools Command in assessing training curriculum and had not considered using the standards in the fleet for other purposes. However, the Navy’s 2018 and 2019 Officer of the Deck competency assessments identified significant variance in the ship-driving competency levels of recently qualified Officers of the Deck.

36According to Navy officials, the surface fleet is implementing new staffing practices for first at-sea Division Officer assignments under which the duration of planned ship maintenance periods are considered. Navy officials stated that the surface fleet intends to assign first at-sea Division Officers to ships that will be operational for 15 of their first 18 months.
Since the Navy has developed fleet-wide standards for assessing Officer of the Deck proficiency, the Navy could use these to provide standard Officer of the Deck assessment criteria in guidance to ship Commanding Officers. Federal government internal control standards state that management should internally communicate the necessary quality information to achieve the entity’s objectives and ensure decisions are made based on consistent standards.37 A SWO’s assigned ship, Commanding Officer, and operating conditions may change during a career, so a standard set of criteria would help Commanding Officers to determine what is expected of Officers of the Deck elsewhere in the fleet as they determine a junior officer’s qualification. Without providing standard Officer of the Deck assessment criteria and incorporating them into surface fleet guidance to Commanding Officers, the Navy risks creating uncertainty in Officer of the Deck qualification expectations—which can contribute to variations in ship-driving proficiency among SWOs that could jeopardize safe operations at sea.

In September 2018, the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, U.S. Pacific Fleet and Commander, Naval Surface Forces Atlantic, began requiring SWOs to document their ship-driving and related experience in a handwritten logbook. The logbook—referred to as the Surface Warfare Mariner Skills Logbook (see fig. 6)—captures an officer’s experience gained during each watch aboard a ship, special evolution (e.g., underway replenishment, flight operations, and sea and anchor duty), and simulator training session.38


38 For each watch, special evolution, and simulator training session they participate in, SWOs are generally required to record in their logbooks the date, amount of time spent, location, complexity of scenario or situation, and any other notes they deem pertinent.
During our ship discussion groups, SWOs at the Division Officer and Department Head levels reported that they had begun filling out their logbooks and having them reviewed as required, but some acknowledged that they are inconsistently filling them out or that they were not entering any information in them. Specifically, SWOs in five of 24 discussion groups reported that logbooks are completed with inconsistent quality or not completed at all. Additionally, SWOs in four of 24 discussion groups reported that they are unaware of any plans to use the logbook information to identify any additional training needs and provide opportunities for SWOs to improve their ship-driving proficiency. Navy Personnel Command officials told us that, as of July 2019, they had received 174 summaries of Surface Warfare Mariner Skills Logbook data.

Surface Warfare Officers School Command issues a logbook to SWOs when they begin the Basic Division Officer Course. Commander Naval Surface Forces Pacific and Commander Naval Surface Forces Atlantic Instruction 1412.9, Surface Warfare Mariner Skills Logbook Requirements was published on September 6, 2018 and our discussion groups were conducted from January through April 2019.
from Commanding Officers. Navy officials stated that over time, as they gather these data, they intend to examine the link between ship-driving proficiency and SWO experience. However, officials did not have any specific, measurable plans to analyze and use these data or to assess the completeness of these data.

Federal internal control standards state that management should obtain relevant data from reliable sources and process those data into quality information to aid decision-making.40 Furthermore, Naval Surface Forces guidance states that the surface warfare community should analyze and use logbook data to link SWO experience with ship-driving proficiency.41 Despite this guidance, the Navy does not yet have a plan that includes specific steps to analyze and use logbook information to link SWO experience with ship-driving proficiency. According to senior Navy officials, while the Surface Warfare Mariner Skills Logbook is still relatively new, developing a plan to use the information would be a logical next step. Without a plan for analyzing and using Surface Warfare Mariner Skills Logbook data, the Navy cannot determine the relationship between SWO experience and ship-driving proficiency or use these data to aid decision-making.

SWOs play a critical role in Navy surface fleet readiness, as they are responsible for safely driving ships at sea and successfully leading ships in Navy operations across the world. The Navy is making numerous changes and investments to enhance Surface Warfare Officer ship-driving training following the 2017 collisions at sea—with plans to triple initial training hours and spend nearly half a billion dollars to build simulator capacity to deliver this training. The Navy’s oversight of these efforts is centered on a series of added checks throughout SWOs’ careers to ensure that they have basic ship-driving and other skills. These checks are steps in the right direction but may not provide adequate assessment mechanisms in the near term and might lead to missed opportunities going forward. For example, the Navy is expanding its ship-driving training but is not planning to collect fleet-wide feedback on classroom, simulator, and at-sea training received. In addition, the Navy

Conclusions

---


41COMNAVSURFPAC/COMNAVSURFLANTINST 1412.9, Surface Warfare Mariner Skills Logbook Requirements (Sept. 6, 2018).
developed standards for conducting spot checks on ship-driving competency but is planning to stop those checks in 2021, missing an opportunity for an outside assessment and to evaluate how well new and updated training is working. Moreover, ship commanders are expected to qualify SWOs on ship driving but have not been provided standard guidance for how to do this, which can contribute to wide variations in SWO competence. Finally, the Navy has developed detailed logbooks for SWOs to track their experiences but the Navy has not developed a specific plan to analyze and use the logbook data. Without actions to address these challenges, the Navy cannot fully assess in the near term if the significant investments it is making to expand and enhance SWO ship-driving training are effective; further adjustments are necessary; and, ultimately, Navy ships are being operated safely at sea.

**Recommendations for Executive Action**

We are making the following four recommendations to the Department of Navy:

We recommend that the Secretary of the Navy ensure that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officers School Command, develop a method to regularly collect feedback from SWOs across the fleet, such as in a survey, regarding the quality of their classroom, simulator, and at-sea training on Division Officer performance; and evaluates trends in the feedback received for the purpose of improving SWO training. (Recommendation 1)

We recommend that the Secretary of the Navy ensure that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, routinely conduct regular Officer of the Deck competency assessments using samples of sufficient size and using selection methods to gauge the level of fleet-wide ship-driving proficiency trends following the implementation of the planned ship-driving training programs. (Recommendation 2)

We recommend that the Secretary of the Navy ensure that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officers School Command, provide Commanding Officers with standard criteria to inform their evaluation of candidates for their Officer of the Deck qualification and incorporates these criteria into surface fleet guidance. (Recommendation 3)

We recommend that the Secretary of the Navy ensure that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officers School Command, develop a plan to analyze and use Mariner
We provided a draft of this report to DOD for review and comment. In written comments provided by the Navy through DOD (reprinted in their entirety in appendix V), the Navy concurred with all four of our recommendations and identified actions it plans to take to evaluate the effectiveness of changes to SWO training. The Navy also provided additional information and context in its comments and provided technical comments, which we incorporated as appropriate.

The Navy concurred with our first recommendation that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officers School Command, develop a method to regularly collect feedback from SWOs across the fleet, such as in a survey, regarding the quality of their classroom, simulator, and at-sea training on Division Officer performance; and evaluate trends in the feedback received for the purpose of improving SWO training. The Navy stated that it plans to explore additional means of garnering holistic SWO feedback regarding newly-implemented SWO training and assessments as well as gathering additional targeted feedback. However, the Navy stated that the use of performance data will remain the primary focus of surface force training improvement efforts. While using performance data is valuable, it will be important that the Navy follow through to develop a holistic means of collecting feedback, such as in a survey of SWOs across the fleet, on the effectiveness of Division Officer training on SWO performance to ensure a variety of perspectives are considered.

In its comments, the Navy noted that the SWOs who participated in our ship visits and discussion groups had not experienced the changes made or planned to SWO training. We agree that our ship visits did not include officers who had experienced the expanded Division Officer training courses, as they were first introduced to the fleet in June 2019, after we had completed the majority of our work. While our discussion groups pre-date the implementation of new SWO training courses, the discussion groups we conducted with over 200 SWOs reinforced the our finding that the Navy needs to develop a method to regularly collect feedback from SWOs across the fleet. Also, the Navy plans to more than triple initial training, so routinely soliciting and analyzing feedback from SWOs on Division Officer training will be needed to determine the effectiveness of the Navy’s investments in these training programs and inform the Navy’s decisions on whether further adjustments are necessary.
The Navy acknowledged that only officers participating in the Surface Warfare Officers School Command’s Board of Visitors provide direct feedback on the training curriculum. The Navy noted, however, that all available Surface Warfare units are invited to participate in Surface Warfare Officer School Board of Visitors events and so could provide feedback then. In addition, the Navy noted that Surface Warfare Officer School Command also solicits feedback through visits to fleet concentration areas and through semiannual symposiums of ship Commanding Officers. While such targeted means of collecting feedback may provide valuable information, officers may not be able to participate due to their deployment status, position on shore duty, timing of events during other personal responsibilities, or other factors. We believe that developing a method to regularly collect feedback from SWOs across the fleet would provide decision makers with valuable information that could help them assess the effects of training on SWO performance.

The Navy concurred with our second recommendation that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, routinely conduct regular Officer of the Deck competency assessments using samples of sufficient size and using selection methods to gauge the level of fleet-wide ship-driving proficiency trends following the implementation of the planned ship-driving training programs. The Navy stated that it plans to routinely collect and analyze standardized mariner skills performance data across an officer’s career path. However, the Navy stated it will use training checks, rather than the current Officer of the Deck competency assessment, to evaluate SWO performance after 2020. This presents two problems in meeting the intent of our recommendation. First, the Navy will need to ensure that the training checks are sufficiently rigorous to assess competency. Second, the Navy will not have valid data to compare the effects of training changes on competency if it changes its assessment approach.

In 2018, the Navy used the Officer of the Deck competency assessment to establish a baseline of SWO ship-driving proficiency. We found that the
2018 competency assessments showed significant variation in ship-driving proficiency and the 2019 follow-up assessments found that competency had not improved. In currently documented plans, the Officer of the Deck Phase II check after a Division Officer’s first assignment will occur at the end of the course. Even if the Navy changes the Officer of the Deck Phase II check to occur at the beginning of training as stated in its comments, performance data from this check cannot be directly compared with the results of the current competency assessment. Differences in assessment content or difficulty, remediation attempts, and the fact that the new check may have career implications for SWOs as a go/no-go assessment may affect proficiency measurements and pass rates. Due to these factors, we believe that a comparison between the current Officer of the Deck competency assessment and the planned Officer of the Deck Phase II check or another standard should not be considered as valid means for demonstrating changes in ship-driving proficiency over time. That is, adopting a new standard may affect the Navy’s ability to determine the impact of training on ship-driving proficiency compared with the 2018 baseline results.

The Navy also stated in its comments that the SWO training and assessment continuum is designed to provide training and evaluation at all career milestone levels. The planned system of additional skills checks will provide the Navy with more insight into SWO proficiency levels over the course of an officer’s career and help the Navy to understand the effects of changes to training. As we stated in the report, we believe these checks are significant steps in the right direction but may not provide adequate assessment mechanisms in the near term. The more robust Officer of the Deck competency assessments are necessary to gauge the level of fleet-wide ship-driving proficiency trends following the implementation of the planned ship-driving training programs.

Further, the Navy stated in its comments that while numerous means of assessing SWO mariner skills proficiency at various milestone levels are in place, the ultimate SWO career path goal is to develop the most proficient, experienced, and confident Commanding Officers, which occurs approximately 16 years into the SWO career path. While the quality of ship Commanding Officers is a vital component of Navy readiness and capability, the majority of SWOs do not remain in the Navy long enough to advance beyond the position of Division Officer, according to Navy documentation. Similarly, few advance to the position of Commanding Officer during their career as a SWO. Since Division Officers constitute over one third of the SWO workforce and by design of the SWO career path do most of the ship-driving, it is of utmost
importance to build and evaluate fundamental ship-driving skills for all Division Officers to support excellence in the ship-driving proficiency across the Navy.

Finally, the Navy stated in its comments that our report language implies an absence of any Officer of the Deck assessments from 2021 through 2024. We acknowledge that the Navy will conduct assessments of Officers of the Deck during this time period in line with its planned system of ten checks over a SWO’s career. However, without maintaining the current Officer of the Deck competency assessments through at least 2024, the Navy will be unable to demonstrate any proficiency improvement, compared with the 2018 baseline, resulting from its new training programs. Further, the Navy stated in its comments that it is important to clarify that the SWOs who received competency checks in 2019 had not benefitted from the new and expanded ship-driving training courses. Our ship visits did not include officers who had experienced the expanded Division Officer training courses, as they were first introduced to the fleet in June 2019. Nonetheless, it is concerning that SWO competency had not improved in the 2 years since the 2017 collisions despite the fleet-wide attention to improving ship-driving skills.

The Navy concurred with our third recommendation that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officers School Command, provide Commanding Officers with standard criteria to inform their evaluation of candidates for their Officer of the Deck qualification and incorporate these criteria into surface fleet guidance. However, the Navy stated that such criteria are already in place. Specifically, the Navy noted that existing Personnel Qualification Standards provide the standard evaluation criteria for the Officer of the Deck qualification. We agree that the Personnel Qualification Standards are in place, but disagree that Qualification Standards provide standard evaluation criteria. Unless the Navy provides additional guidance for Commanding Officers to measure proficiency in addition to the list of required experiences present in the Personnel Qualification Standards, the actions the Navy identified as addressing our recommendation will not meet the intent of our recommendation.

The Navy’s Officer of the Deck Personnel Qualification Standards provide a list of required experiences; however, the 2018 and 2019 competency assessments indicate that these existing criteria have not resulted in high levels of proficiency among Officers of the Deck. The Navy’s Personnel Qualification Standards do not require SWOs to demonstrate a standard level of proficiency, but rather that SWOs participate in a required number
of ship-driving experiences at a level determined by his or her Commanding Officer. The absence of a common proficiency standard across the Navy may contribute to inconsistency in ship-driving skills among SWOs. Since the Officer of the Deck competency assessment provides a means to measure proficiency, communicating appropriate standards in line with those used in the current assessments as qualification criteria would help ensure a common understanding of proficiency expectations.

In comments, the Navy stated that for junior officers whose ships experience maintenance periods, it is an historic surface force-wide practice for Commanding Officers to temporarily assign those officers to similar ships whose operational schedule better support qualification. This practice is understandable and may contribute to SWO career development, but can lead to significant differences in opportunities, experiences, and assessments that SWOs receive during their first Division Officer assignment. For example, as noted in our report, some Commanding Officers stated because of this temporary assignment, they had to rely on the judgment of the other ships’ Commanding Officers to determine their SWOs’ qualifications as Officers of the Deck.

The Navy concurred with our fourth recommendation that Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officer School Command, develop a plan to analyze and use Mariner Skills Logbook information to inform decision-making. The Navy noted that it would comprehensively evaluate performance data relative to Mariner Skills Logbook data in order to refine mariner skill milestone performance and proficiency criteria. If Navy efforts result in a plan that includes specific and measurable steps for analyzing and using Mariner Skills Logbook data, the efforts will meet the intent of our recommendation.

In its comments the Navy stated that during the time we conducted our group discussions (i.e. January through April 2019), Mariner Skills Logbooks were still being introduced to the Fleet and recording practices were still being established. While at the time of our discussion groups the Mariner Skills Logbooks were relatively new, in September 2018, the Navy issued an instruction that established guidance for the implementation and use of the logbooks. In addition, all of the SWOs we met with as part of our review had already received their Mariner Skills Logbooks.
We are sending copies of this report to congressional committees, the Secretary of Defense, the Secretary of the Navy, and other interested parties. In addition, the report is available at no charge on the GAO website at http://www.gao.gov.
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Appendix I: Overview of the Nine Navy Surface Ship Classes That Surface Warfare Officers Serve Aboard

Figure 7: Nine Navy Surface Ship Classes That Surface Warfare Officers Serve Aboard

**Amphibious Assault Ships (LHA/LHD)**

*Large-deck amphibious ship with enhanced aviation capability.*

- **Length:** 844–855 feet (class-dependent)
- **Displacement:** 41,006–44,449 metric tons (class-dependent)
- **Speed:** 20-plus knots
- **Armament:** Two Rolling Airframe Missile launchers; two Sea Sparrow launchers; two-three Phalanx close-in-weapons systems mounts; multiple .50 caliber machine guns; three-four 25 mm Mark 38 machine guns; multiple aircraft types and landing and attack craft (class-dependent)
- **Crew:** Approximately 65-102 officers, including 21 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019); 1,000–1,100 enlisted; 1,900–plus Marine detachment

**Amphibious Command Ships (LCC)**

*Large amphibious command and control ship.*

- **Length:** 634 feet
- **Displacement:** 19,176 metric tons
- **Speed:** 23 knots
- **Armament:** Two Phalanx close-in-weapons systems, two 25 mm Mark 38 guns, and ability to carry multiple helicopters
- **Crew:** 34 officers, including 5 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019); 564 enlisted

**Amphibious Transport Dock Ships (LPD)**

*Large amphibious ship with transport capacity and capability.*

- **Length:** 684 feet
- **Displacement:** 25,300 metric tons
- **Speed:** 22-plus knots
- **Armament:** Two Mark 46 30 mm close in guns; two Rolling Airframe Missile launchers; ten .50 caliber machine guns; launch and land multiple helicopters or Osprey tilt rotor aircraft (class-dependent)
- **Crew:** Approximately 28 officers, including 19 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019); 358 enlisted; 631–800 Marine detachment (class-dependent)

Source: GAO analysis of Navy data; Department of Defense (DOD); Defense Video and Imagery Distribution System (photos). | GAO-20-154
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Cruisers (CG)

Large guided-missile combat vessel with multiple-target response capability.

Length: 567 feet
Displacement: 9,754 metric tons
Speed: 30-plus knots

Armament: Mark 41 vertical launching system Standard Missile; Vertical Launch Anti-Submarine Rocket Missile; Tomahawk Cruise Missile; six Mark-46 torpedoes (from two triple mounts); two Mark 45 5-inch/54 caliber lightweight guns; two Phalanx close-in-weapons systems; two helicopters

Crew: 30 officers, including 24 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019); 300 enlisted

Destroyers (DDG)

Large guided-missile combat vessel with multiple-mission offensive and defensive capabilities.

Length: Flight IIA: 509 feet
Displacement: 9,648 metric tons
Speed: 30-plus knots

Armament: Standard Missile; Vertical Launch Anti-Submarine Rocket missiles; Tomahawk Cruise Missile; six Mark-46 torpedoes (from two triple mounts); Close In Weapon System, 5" Mark 45 Gun, Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile; two helicopters

Crew: 32 officers, including 26 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019); 297 enlisted

Dock Landing Ships (LSD)

Large amphibious ship with transport capacity and capability.

Length: 609 feet
Displacement: 16,195-16,976 metric tons (class-dependent)
Speed: 20-plus knots

Armament: Two 25 mm Mark 38 machine guns, two Phalanx close-in weapons system mounts, two Rolling Airframe Missile mounts, six .50 caliber machine guns

Crew: Approximately 22 officers, including 19 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019); 400 enlisted; 400-500 Marine detachment

Source: GAO analysis of Navy data; Department of Defense (DOD); Defense Video and Imagery Distribution System (photos). | GAO-20-154
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### Mine Countermeasures Ships (MCM)

Small ship capable of finding, classifying and destroying mines.

- **Length:** 224 feet
- **Displacement:** 1,300 metric tons
- **Speed:** 14 knots
- **Armament:** Mine neutralization system, two .50 caliber machine guns, two M60.7 62 mm machine guns, two MK19 grenade launchers
- **Crew:** 8 officers, including 6 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019); 76 enlisted

### Aircraft Carriers (CVN)

Largest warship in the world, supports and operates aircraft in support of variety of operations.

- **Length:** 1,092 feet
- **Displacement:** Approximately 88,000-101,605 metric tons (*class-dependent*)
- **Speed:** 30-plus knots
- **Armament:** Evolved Sea Sparrow Missile, Rolling Airframe Missile and Rolling Airframe Missile mounts, Phalanx Close In Weapon System, and 60-75-plus aircraft (*class-dependent*)
- **Crew:** Ships company, air wing, and staff 4,539-5,200, including 27 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019)

### Littoral Combat Ships (LCS)

Small ship designed for near-shore operations and capable of multiple-mission capability.

- **Length:** 388-422 feet (*class-dependent*)
- **Displacement:** 3,200-3,450 metric tons (*class-dependent*)
- **Speed:** 40-plus knots
- **Armament:** 3D air search radar, Rolling Airframe Missile, Medium caliber gun, electro-optic/infrared gunfire control system and decoy launching system
- **Crew:** Approximately 40-50, including 8 Surface Warfare Officers (SWO) (average SWO billets for fiscal year 2019)

Source: GAO analysis of Navy data; Department of Defense (DOD); Defense Video and Imagery Distribution System (photos). | GAO-20-154
Appendix II: Status of Navy Review Recommendations Related to Surface Warfare Officer Training

Following the four 2017 mishaps at sea, the Navy completed two internal reviews on surface fleet readiness, ultimately compiling 111 recommendations for improvement.\(^1\) The Navy established a Readiness Reform and Oversight Council under the leadership of the Vice Chief of Naval Operations to oversee implementation of these recommendations. The Readiness Reform and Oversight Council reported in February 2019 that it considered 91 of these recommendations to be implemented.\(^2\) We reviewed the recommendations, identified 12 recommendations related to Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) initial ship-driving training, and requested the implementation status of each of these recommendations from the Commander, Naval Surface Forces.\(^3\)

The Navy considers a recommendation to be “implemented” when there is a policy in place or action has been taken to address a recommendation. The Navy considers a recommendation to be “transitioned” when the Readiness Reform and Oversight Council no longer maintains regular oversight of a recommendation and has transitioned oversight to another Navy organization. As of August 2019, the Navy considered all 12 of the recommendations related to ship-driving training as implemented with the final recommendation estimated to transition by September 30, 2019. Table 1 lists the 12 recommendations related to SWO initial ship-driving training, and our summary of the Navy’s explanation for why they are considered to be implemented.


\(^2\)Vice Chief of Naval Operations Memorandum, Readiness Reform Oversight Committee, (Feb. 25, 2019).

\(^3\)To determine the recommendations’ relevance to SWO training, two analysts independently reviewed the Navy’s recommendations and made individual determinations of each recommendation’s relevance to SWO training. The two analysts compared their determinations and made a final joint determination after discussing any differences in their individual determinations of relevance.
### Table 1: Navy's 12 Recommendations Related to Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) Initial Ship-Driving Training and Explanation, as of August 2019, for Why They Are Considered Implemented

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Status: Implemented—</th>
<th>Transitioned:</th>
<th>Comments:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Create an objective, standardized assessment program to periodically assess individual seamanship and navigation skills over the course of a SWO's career.</td>
<td>June 6, 2018</td>
<td>June 24, 2018</td>
<td>Commander, Naval Surface Forces maintains responsibility of SWO assessment, with support from Surface Warfare Officers School Command and Naval Education and Training Command to execute assessments. Commander, Naval Surface Forces Instruction 1412.5 Surface Warfare Officer Milestone Mariner Skills Assessments, Evaluations, and Competency Checks provides guidance on the revised SWO community training assessment continuum that includes 10 career milestone checks throughout the SWO career path.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve seamanship and navigation individual skills training for SWO candidates, SWOs, Quartermasters and Operations Specialists.</td>
<td>May 31, 2019</td>
<td>Estimated—September 30, 2019</td>
<td>As the responsible learning center with contractual control of training devices and curriculum development, Naval Education and Training Command maintains responsibility for improvements to training systems. These include completed improvements such as the addition of high density traffic and emergency simulator scenarios, and planned improvements, such as the systems planned for the Mariner Skills Training Centers to support Officer of the Deck training.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Improve Operational Risk Management training and education at all SWO school milestone courses.</td>
<td>March 15, 2018</td>
<td>June 24, 2018</td>
<td>As the responsible learning center with contractual control of training devices and curriculum development, Naval Education and Training Command maintains responsibility for Operational Risk Management course systems requested by Surface Warfare Officers School Command.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Provide additional fundamentals training for officers who qualified as a SWO without initial classroom training covering Automated Radar Plotting Aid, Electronic Chart Display and Information System, and Automatic Information System.</td>
<td>June 6, 2018</td>
<td>June 24, 2018</td>
<td>Commander, Naval Surface Forces maintains responsibility with support from Naval Education and Training Command and Surface Warfare Officers School Command to execute training and assessments for SWOs. As part of the changes made to the SWO career path, additional fundamentals training and assessment is provided to SWOs at the Advanced Division Officers Course; the Department Head School; the Surface Commanders course; the Major Commanders course; the Bridge Resource Management workshops; the Mariner Skills Week events; and the additional required Navigation, Seamanship, and Ship-handling Training events. The above actions and SWO milestone assessments are sufficient to mitigate any shortfalls borne by SWOs who did not receive Basic Division Officer Course classroom training.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Recommendation 5

**Update the SWO Requirements Document to capture the metrics used to evaluate seamanship and navigation skills in surface warfare seamanship safety assessments.**

| Status: Implemented—September 30, 2018 |
| **Transitioned:** October 29, 2018 |

**Comments:** Commander, Naval Surface Forces maintains responsibility with support from Naval Education and Training Command and Surface Warfare Officers School Command to update the SWO Requirements Document based upon evolving requirements for SWOs. Navigation, seamanship, and ship-handling proficiency requirements have been codified within a revised October 2018 SWO Requirements Document—Commander, Naval Surface Forces Instruction 1412.4A. The SWO Requirements Document illustrates how the SWO community develops Commanding Officers with expertise in all of the following areas: navigation, seamanship, and ship-handling; maritime warfare; engineering and material management; program management; and leadership.

### Recommendation 6

**Incorporate fatigue, crew endurance, and stress management into appropriate career milestone SWO training and enlisted leadership courses.**

| Status: Implemented—July 15, 2018 |
| **Transitioned:** January 31, 2019 |

**Comments:** Naval Education and Training Command maintains responsibility for incorporating fatigue, crew endurance, and stress management into career milestone and leadership classes. The command has worked to help other organizations add or develop this material. For example, Surface Warfare Officers School Command added 2 weeks of this training to the Surface Commanders course, and the Naval Postgraduate School generated training materials on circadian rhythm for training, among other examples.

### Recommendation 7

**Evaluate use of Yard Patrol Craft in all officer accession programs. The study should include the feasibility of expanding Yard Patrol Craft use, and other training methods, so that every naval officer receives core competencies as articulated in the Officer Professional Core Competencies Manual.**

| Status: Implemented—April 16, 2018 |
| **Transitioned:** October 29, 2018 |

**Comments:** Commander, Naval Surface Forces maintains responsibility for this effort with support from Naval Education and Training Command and the U.S. Naval Academy. The Navy’s evaluation of the use of Yard Patrol Craft will include 80 Naval Reserve Officers Training Corps Midshipmen receiving Yard Patrol Craft training upon officer accession in fiscal year 2019. The evaluation will further include a comparative assessment in Junior Officer of the Deck and Officer of the Deck training of those officers who received Yard Patrol Craft training against those that did not. This evaluation will help the Navy to make determinations on the best investments for training resources.

### Recommendation 8

**Update Personnel Qualification Standards for bridge and Combat Information Center watchstations including actions to address current navigation tools, surface search radars, ship control systems, and team performance related to navigation and contact management and avoidance.**

| Status: Implemented—September 30, 2018 |
| **Transitioned:** October 29, 2018 |

**Comments:** Naval Education and Training Command maintains responsibility with support from the Center for Surface Combat Systems and Commander, Naval Surface Forces, for updating Personnel Qualification Standards. The Personnel Qualification Standards for bridge and Combat Information Center watch stations was revised with emphasis on the noted technical skills deficiencies in navigation, radars, control systems, and team performance. All navigation watch stations, including the bridge and Combat Information Center, are combined into one Personnel Qualification Standards book called Ship Control and Navigation Personnel Qualification Standards—Naval Education and Training Command Manual 43492-2K. The SWO Mariner Skills Logbook data will be used as one of several tools for updating Personnel Qualification Standards criteria during subsequent revisions.
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### Recommendation 9

**Revise the Surface Force Readiness Manual to define the Officer of the Deck requalification process and circumstances under which watchstanders requalify on their current platform due to configuration changes.**

**Status:** Implemented—December 31, 2017  
**Transitioned:** December 10, 2018

**Comments:** Commander, Naval Surface Forces maintains responsibility for updating the Surface Forces Training and Readiness Manual. The manual was updated in November 2018, and Chapter 3 Section 3 delineates the Personnel Qualification Standards requalification process and circumstances under which requalification is required, including configuration changes to current platform and personnel assigned in Temporary Duty capacity. These requirements were promulgated immediately via Surface Forces Training and Readiness Manual Advance Change Notices as part of initial Comprehensive Review efforts, and subsequently codified within the manual.

### Recommendation 10

**Improve current seamanship and navigation team training and certifications to include assessment in high shipping density, emergency and in extremis environments.**

**Status:** Implemented—February 28, 2018  
**Transitioned:** December 10, 2018

**Comments:** Commander, Naval Surface Forces maintains responsibility for seamanship and navigation team training and certifications. The Navigation Seamanship and Ship-handling Trainer and Bridge Resource Management courses have received curriculum improvements to address bridge and Combat Information Center training shortfalls with specific emphasis upon high shipping density and in-extremis maneuvering. In February 2018, Commander, Naval Surface Forces, U.S. Pacific Fleet/Commander, Naval Surface Forces Atlantic Instruction 3505.1B, Navigation Seamanship and Ship-handling Training updated training policies.

### Recommendation 11

**Improve shore-based bridge trainers and add Combat Information Center functionality to team training facilities.**

**Status:** Implemented—December 10, 2018  
**Transitioned:** July 31, 2019

**Comments:** Commander, Naval Surface Forces maintains responsibility for Navigation, Seamanship, and Ship-handling Training simulator systems. These systems are undergoing a three phase upgrade process. The first, to provide basic bridge and Combat Information Center integration was completed in July 2019. The second phase will include the construction of Mariner Skills Training Centers in Norfolk, VA, and San Diego, CA, with the full integration of the bridge and Combat Information Center in simulators. The third phase will include an upgrade to the fidelity of the simulators and further bridge and Combat Information Center training capability. The full project is expected to be complete by the end of 2022.

### Recommendation 12

**Improve current seamanship and navigation team training and certifications to include assessment of Bridge-Combat Information Center team performance up to and including the Commanding Officer.**

**Status:** Implemented—June 13, 2018  
**Transitioned:** January 31, 2019

**Comments:** Commander, Naval Surface Forces maintains responsibility for navigation and seamanship training and certification. Within the new Surface Forces Training and Readiness Manual, seamanship and navigation training, certification, and sustainment criteria have been updated and combined in order to codify the need for Bridge and Combat Information Center integration. The Navy has conducted 62 Bridge Resource Management Workshops as of August 2019 to provide additional training and mentoring regarding effective operations, Bridge Resource Management, and Bridge and Combat Information Center integration.

Source: GAO analysis of U.S. Navy Information. I GAO-20-154
The John S. McCain National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 and Senate Armed Services Committee report 115-262 to accompany a bill for the National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2019 contained provisions that we review Surface Warfare Officer (SWO) training and career paths. This report (1) describes the changes the Navy has made or planned to SWO ship-driving training since the 2017 collisions and (2) assesses the extent to which the Navy has taken actions to evaluate the effectiveness of those changes. We plan to issue a separate report on SWO career paths in the future.

For objective one, we reviewed Navy documentation from Commander, Naval Surface Forces, Surface Warfare Officers School Command, and the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations on the content, purpose, cost, and status of changes made and further changes planned to ship-driving training since the 2017 collisions. We focused our analysis on changes made to SWOs’ ship-driving training at the junior officer level as the Navy prioritizes ship-driving training and ship-driving experience for junior officers, and the Navy has identified actions it is taking to address recommendations from the Navy’s two 2017 internal reviews to ensure safe operations at sea through improvements to junior officer training.\(^1\)

We analyzed planned investments from fiscal year 2018 through fiscal year 2025 for the construction of two ship-driving training facilities and the development of three ship-driving training courses, which includes the cost of purchasing new simulators, hiring new instructors, military construction, and course curriculum development. We discussed implementation plans for the 2017 internal reviews’ recommendations with the Commander, Naval Surface Forces; officials from the Surface Warfare Officers School Command; and officials from the Readiness and Reform Oversight Council, a group within the Office of the Chief of Naval Operations established to monitor the implementation of the internal reviews’ recommendations.

For objective two, we reviewed Navy documentation and interviewed Navy officials on how they evaluate SWOs throughout their careers, gather and use feedback from SWOs, assess the effectiveness of SWO ship-driving training, and use available data to inform decisions regarding SWO training. Specifically, we reviewed the

\(^1\)See appendix II for a listing of Comprehensive and Strategic Readiness Review recommendations specific to SWO ship-driving training and their implementation status as of August 2019.
implementation of the 10 career milestone checks outlined in Naval Surface Forces Instruction 1412.5 Surface Warfare Officer Milestone Mariner Skills Assessments, Evaluations, and Competency Checks that are to be administered during a SWO’s career;

- Navy’s efforts to collect feedback from the surface fleet on the quality of SWO ship-driving training and the health of the SWO community;

- Navy’s 2018 Officer of the Deck competency assessment results, criteria, and plans to continue evaluating SWO ship-driving competency;

- extent to which the Navy had provided standardized criteria for ships’ Commanding Officers to use when evaluating SWO’s for ship-driving qualification; and

- format of SWO Mariner Skills Logbooks used to track SWO ship-driving experiences, and Navy policies regarding the logbooks.

To do this we compared the Navy’s practices with relevant Navy reviews, instructions, and guidance, Standards for Internal Control in the Federal Government, and our prior work on assessing training efforts in the federal government.2 We assessed the reliability of the results of the Navy’s 2018 Officer of the Deck competency assessments by examining them for missing values, comparing other sources that provide the same types of data to ensure consistency, and interviewing knowledgeable agency officials regarding the assessments’ accuracy and completeness. In addition, we reviewed the Navy’s internal controls for performing the assessments, such as grading criteria and use of independent inspectors to ensure quality and consistency in the information. We determined that the results of the Navy’s 2018 Officer of the Deck competency assessments were sufficiently reliable for the purposes of reporting on the number and percentage of the graded categories.

In addition to meeting with Navy offices, we visited 12 surface ships in the Pacific and Atlantic fleets from January through April 2019, selected according to which ships and crews were available at each of the sites we

visited. Aboard the ships we held group discussions and interviews with approximately 225 SWOs to discuss their views on the sufficiency and appropriateness of SWO training. Discussion group sizes ranged from two to 20 SWOs. In conducting these group discussions, we

- held 24 group discussions, with two separate discussions for each of the 12 ships—one with Department Heads and one with Division Officers;
- interviewed Commanding and Executive Officers aboard each of the 12 ships, where available; and
- conducted each group discussion without the group’s supervisors or subordinates present.

The ship crews we visited were those the Navy identified as available to hold group discussions with us during site visits, and the results of these group discussions are not generalizable to anyone outside these groups. Due to the timing of our work, the interviews and group discussions did not include SWOs that experienced changes made or planned for SWO training beyond April 2019.

We asked each group a standard set of questions to obtain their views on the following topics:

- the sufficiency and appropriateness of SWO training programs in preparing SWOs for their ship responsibilities, including ship driving;
- the SWO career path, including the potential benefits and drawbacks of more specialized career paths; and
- any opportunities to improve the SWO community.

We conducted an analysis of the discussion group responses to identify common themes and provide illustrative examples in our report. Specifically, we reviewed the responses received during discussion groups, grouped the responses by themes, and counted how many discussion groups and interviews provided similar feedback to our questions. One GAO analyst conducted this analysis, coding the information and entering it into a record of summary, and a different GAO analyst checked the information for accuracy and agreement on themes. Any initial disagreements in the coding were discussed and reconciled by the analysts. The analysts then tallied the responses to determine the
extent to which the certain themes were covered during our discussion groups and interviews.

We interviewed officials, or where appropriate, obtained documentation at the organizations listed below:

Office of the Chief of Naval Operations

- Director of Surface Warfare (N96)
- Surface Warfare (N96) Manpower and Training
- Readiness Reform and Oversight Council

Commander, Naval Surface Forces, U.S. Pacific Fleet

- Littoral Combat Ship Training Facility
- Navigation, Seamanship, and Ship-handling Training facility
- USS Ardent (MCM 12)
- USS Lake Champlain (CG 57)
- USS New Orleans (LPD 18)
- USS Paul Hamilton (DDG 60)
- USS Tulsa (LCS 16)

Commander, Naval Surface Forces, Atlantic

- Navigation, Seamanship, and Ship-handling Training facility
- USS Bataan (LHD 5)
- USS Cole (DDG 67)
- USS Mahan (DDG 72)
- USS Mesa Verde (LPD 19)
- USS Oak Hill (LSD 51)
- USS San Antonio (LPD 17)
- USS San Jacinto (CG 56)
Surface Warfare Officer School Command

- Basic Division Officer Course facilities—San Diego, California and Norfolk, Virginia

Navy Personnel Command

- Surface Warfare Officer (PERS-41)

Congressional Research Service

We conducted this performance audit from November 2018 to November 2019 in accordance with generally accepted government auditing standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain sufficient, appropriate evidence to provide a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives. We believe that the evidence obtained provides a reasonable basis for our findings and conclusions based on our audit objectives.
Appendix IV: Current and Planned Ship-Driving Skill Checks to Be Conducted during a Surface Warfare Officer’s Career

The Commander, Naval Surface Forces, issued an instruction in September 2018 listing ten ship-driving skill checks to be conducted periodically over the course of a Surface Warfare Officer’s (SWO) career. Failure to pass some of the checks can result in required remediation or disqualification from career advancement. Table 2 lists the ten current and planned checks as of August 2019, as well as information on their timing and content as described in the instruction.

Table 2: Information on Current and Planned Surface Warfare Officer Ship-Driving Skill Checks, as of August 2019

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Check timing</th>
<th>Check description</th>
<th>Assessor</th>
<th>Implementation status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Upon completion of Junior Officer of the Deck</td>
<td>Written exam with 50 questions on navigation, seamanship, ship-handling</td>
<td>Surface Warfare Officers School Command</td>
<td>In place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>of the Deck Phase I course</td>
<td>(ship-driving), and rules of the road (ship-driving rules), and a 45-minute light-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>to-medium traffic density simulator scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prior to completion of first Division Officer</td>
<td>Observation by the ship’s Commanding Officer of the officer’s performance in a</td>
<td>Ship’s Commanding Officer</td>
<td>To be implemented by 2021 upon the stand-up of the Officer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>assignment</td>
<td>variety of ship handling, navigation, and traffic management scenarios, either</td>
<td></td>
<td>of the Deck Phase II course</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>live or in simulators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Upon completion of Officer of the Deck Phase II</td>
<td>Written exam with 50 questions on navigation, seamanship, and ship-handling</td>
<td>Surface Warfare Officers School Command</td>
<td>Already in place as a competency check during the Advanced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>course</td>
<td>and rules-of-the-road exams and a 45-minute medium traffic density simulator</td>
<td></td>
<td>Division Officer Course, and will become a go/no go</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td>assessment in 2021.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During Department Head course</td>
<td>Written exam with 50 questions on navigation, seamanship, and ship-handling</td>
<td>Surface Warfare Officers School Command</td>
<td>In place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and rules-of-the-road exams and a 45-minute medium-to-high traffic density</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>simulator scenario</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During first Department Head assignment at sea</td>
<td>Observation by ship’s Commanding Officer of officer’s performance in a variety</td>
<td>Ship’s Commanding Officer</td>
<td>In place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>of ship-handling, navigation, and traffic management scenarios, either live or</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>in simulators</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During Command Qualification Assessment</td>
<td>Written exam on rules of the road and navigation, and a 45-minute high traffic</td>
<td>Surface Warfare Officers School Command</td>
<td>In place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>density simulator scenario assessed by post-command Commander</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

¹U.S. Navy, Commander, Naval Surface Forces Instruction 1412.5, *Surface Warfare Officer Milestone Mariner Skills Assessments, Evaluations, and Competency Checks*, (Sept. 21, 2018).
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Period of Application</th>
<th>Assessment Type</th>
<th>Organization Conducting Assessment</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>During Surface Commander’s Course</td>
<td>Written exam with 50 questions on navigation, seamanship, and ship-handling and rules-of-the-road exams and a 45-minute high traffic density simulator scenario</td>
<td>Surface Warfare Officers School Command</td>
<td>To be implemented in 2019</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During Executive Officer’s assignment at sea, prior to attending the Prospective Commanding Officer’s course</td>
<td>Evaluation by the Immediate Superior in Command of the sitting Executive Officer for readiness to advance to become a Commanding Officer</td>
<td>Immediate Superior in Command</td>
<td>In place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During the Prospective Commanding Officer’s course</td>
<td>Written exam with 50 questions on navigation, seamanship, and ship-handling and rules of the road exams and a 45-minute high traffic density simulator scenario</td>
<td>Surface Warfare Officers School Command</td>
<td>In place</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>During Major Commander’s Course</td>
<td>Written exam with 50 questions on navigation, seamanship, and ship-handling and rules-of-the-road exams and a 45-minute high traffic density simulator scenario</td>
<td>Surface Warfare Officers School Command</td>
<td>In place as a go / no go assessment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: GAO analysis of Navy documentation. I GAO-20-154
This report (GAO-20-154) had report number GAO-19-576 at the time it was transmitted to DOD for comment.
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Appendix V: Comments from the Department of Defense

Recommendation 1: The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Navy ensure that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officers School Command, develop a method to regularly collect feedback from SWOs across the fleet, such as in a survey, regarding the quality of their classroom, simulator, and at-sea training on Division Officer performance; and evaluates trends in the feedback received for the purpose of improving SWO training.

COMNAVSURFOR Response: CNSF concurs with the recommendation.

a. Since 2013, with the inception of the Surface Warfare command qualification assessment (COA) process, the Surface Community carried out Surface Warfare Officer training improvements based upon performance data as opposed to user experience (fleet surveys, etc.) for mariner skills, maritime warfare, and other major competencies. With the establishment of the Surface Warfare Officer Mariner Skills Assessments, Evaluations, and Competencies Checks, codified within COMNAVSURFINST 1412.5 of 21 September 2018, the Surface Community initiated a more robust program for consistently collecting standardized mariner skills performance data across an officer’s career. This data provides the basis upon which to evaluate Surface Force health with respect to mariner skills, as well as to make training adjustments in support of performance improvements. As increasing quantities of SWOs complete the training and assessment continuum requirements associated with each milestone assignment (as defined by the revised SWO Career Path implemented in June 2018), data collection/analysis will steadily increase. At present, mechanisms, such as end of training critiques as well as periodic waterfront engagements are in place for obtaining student feedback regarding the quality of classroom, simulator, and at-sea training. The Surface Warfare community will explore additional means of garnering holistic SWO feedback regarding the correlation of newly implemented SWO training/assessments to Navigation, Seamanship & Shiphandling (NSS) to effective performance across all career milestones. Currently, the means by which the Surface Warfare community obtains this feedback include: personal engagements within each Fleet Concentration Area currently conducted by SWOS leadership in advance of the annual Surface Warfare Board of Visitors; and semi-annual Type Commander Training Symposia. While student feedback regarding the quality of their classroom, simulator, and at-sea training experience will assist the Surface Force in identifying training shortfalls, the use of performance data will remain the primary focus of Surface Force training improvement efforts.

b. GAO noted: “According to SWOs in 19 of 24 group discussions with Department Heads and Division Officers, Division Officers have challenges in applying the ship-driving training they receive, due to factors such as differences between training curriculum and actual duties, extended lengths of time elapsed between training and application, varying ship-driving opportunities during Division Officer assignments, and difficulty retaining the large volume of course material.”

1) While this is true, it should also be noted that due to timing, the interviews and group discussions did not include SWOs that experienced changes made or planned to SWO training beyond February 2019 (See Report Footnote #25). As such, the experiences borne and expressed by these officers formed the basis upon which many attributes of the revised SWO training/assessment continuum were predicated.

c. GAO noted: “Surface Warfare Officers School Command assembles a board of officers from the fleet each year to review areas of its training curriculum, but Navy officials stated that participants are
invited based on their expertise. As a result, only those selected to serve on the board (not officers across the fleet) have the opportunity to provide feedback."

1) Although officers participating in the Board are the only ones providing direct feedback on the training curriculum, all available Surface Warfare units are invited to participate in SWOS Board of Visitors events. It is also important to note the Navy also solicits feedback through Surface Warfare Officers School Command visits to all Fleet Concentration Areas in advance of the annual SWOS Board of Visitors, and through semiannual symposiums of ship Commanding Officers (See Report Footnote #28).

Recommendation 2: The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Navy ensure that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, routinely conducts regular Officer of the Deck competency assessments using samples of sufficient size and using selection methods to gauge the level of fleet-wide ship-driving proficiency trends following the implementation of the planned ship-driving training programs.

COMNAVSURFOR Response: CNSF concurs with the recommendation.

a. The Surface Force has a robust program to routinely collect and analyze standardized mariner skills performance data across an officer’s career path. As codified within COMNAVSURFORINST 1412.5 of 21 September 2018, Surface Warfare Officer Mariner Skills Assessments, Evaluations, and Competency Checks, which outlines ten (10) career milestone assessment points, four (4) of which are Go/No-Go for continued progression toward Surface Warfare Command-Afloat. As of October 2019, nine (9) of the ten assessments are in place. To date, 1,873 officers have been assessed in Junior Officer of the Deck, Fleet Officer of the Deck, Prospective Commanding Officer, Major Commander, and Command Qualification assessments and competency checks. Through this process, the Surface Force anticipates evaluating 1,200 officers annually in various milestone assessments. In addition, the Surface Warfare Officers School Command has planned to conduct another series of Fleet OOD Competency Checks in early CY 2020 using samples of sufficient size and appropriate selection methods to gauge fleet-wide ship-driving proficiency trends following the implementation of the planned ship-driving training programs. By 2021, all ten assessments within the SWO training/assessment continuum will be in place. As such, these assessments will span all career milestone cohorts, and are expected to obviate the need for additional Fleet-wide OOD Competency assessments beyond those already scheduled for 2020. As an example, by 2021, a newly commissioned Ensign, after completing the Basic Division Officer Course (BDOC) and OOD Phase I (prior to reporting to his/her first ship) and a 30-month first Division Officer tour, will be required to complete a Go/No-Go assessment as part of the OOD Phase II course. If unsuccessful on that assessment, the officer will not be assigned to a second Division Officer tour, and will be referred to the Probationary Officer Continuation and Redesignation Board. Similar assessments precede all other career milestone assignments, and are already in place.

b. GAO noted: "The Navy is implementing Additional Skill Checks but Has Not Taken Other Actions Necessary to Evaluate the Effectiveness of Changes to SWO Ship-Driving Training. The Navy has relied on a series of added skill checks throughout a SWO’s career to help validate that SWOs have necessary ship-driving and other skills, but has not developed key processes and assessments to evaluate the overall effectiveness of its existing and planned training programs."

1) The Surface Warfare Officer training/assessment continuum is specifically designed to provide training and evaluation at all career milestone levels. Data analysis and training/assessment
continuum modifications is being conducted in conjunction with the Milestone Assessments and Fleet OOD Competency Checks described above. For Division Officer training/assessment, key measures of effectiveness will be Fleet performance, qualification timelines and CO feedback. IAW Recommendation 1, solicitation/incorporation of Division Officer feedback will be enhanced to further increase training/assessment effectiveness.

2) In addition to the Milestone Assessments and Fleet OOD Competency Checks described above, all of the following provide additional means by which to evaluate the overall effectiveness of existing and planned SWO training and assessment programs:

   a) SWO performance during Mobility-Navigation (MOB-N)/Mobility-Seamanship (MOB-S) training/certification events
   b) Bridge Resource Management Workshops (BRMWs)
   c) Navigation, Seamanship, and Shiphandling Trainer (NSST) events
   d) Navigation Check-rides

3) While numerous means of assessing SWO mariner skills proficiency at various milestone levels (and thus evaluating SWO training improvements) are in place, the ultimate SWO Career Path goal is to develop the most proficient, experienced, and confident Commanding Officers, which occurs approximately 15 years into the SWO Career Path.

c. GAO noted: “However, our analysis shows that mid-fiscal year 2024 is the first time Officer of the Deck Phase I course graduates will have completed their first at-sea tour and are available to have their ship-driving training assessed, resulting in a multi-year gap in planned competency assessments. In order to measure the effectiveness of the full complement of Navy’s new and enhanced ship-driving training, the independent Navy inspectors will need to continue administering the Officer of the Deck competency assessments beyond 2021. In addition, an assessment performed at the end of training, such as the planned Officer of the Deck Phase II assessment, indicates the SWOs’ proficiency after additional training and may give a less accurate indication of prior at-sea proficiency.”

1) This verbiage implies the absence of any OOD assessment for this officer between FY-21 and FY-24. By contrast, the officer is evaluated by the Commanding Officer throughout this period in support of OOD qualification, proficiency development, and formulating a recommendation for OOD Phase II training. As described above, prior to reporting to his/her first ship, every Ensign completes the Basic Division Officer Course and Junior Officer of the Deck (as of Summer 2019)/ Officer of the Deck Phase 1 Course (as of Summer 2021). After reporting to the first ship, SWO career progression is defined by: OOD qualification (approximately 12 months or more); NSS proficiency and experience development over the remainder of 30-month assignment; Commanding Officer recommendation for attending OOD Phase II (commencing in 2021); and completion of a Go/No-Go assessment upon reporting to OOD Phase II training. A pending update to Commander, Naval Surface Forces Instruction 1412.5, Surface Warfare Officer Milestone Mariner Skills Assessments, Evaluations, and Competency Checks, (Sept. 21, 2018) codifies this Go/No-Go assessment as occurring at the “commencement” vice “conclusion” of OOD Phase II training.

d. GAO noted: “According to Navy officials, in spring 2019, Surface Warfare Officers School Command began to assess a sample of Division Officers using the Officer of the Deck competency assessment at the beginning of each Advanced Division Officer Course to collect and analyze performance data and refine training curriculum. Further, as of July 2019, the Navy had assessed 38
SWOs from three courses and found that the proficiency level of the SWOs assessed had not significantly improved from the proficiency levels seen in the 2018 assessments."

1) It is important to clarify that the 38 SWOs that were assessed in 2019 had not benefitted from the new and expanded ship-driving training courses—since they attended the Basic Division Officer Course in 2017 before Surface Warfare Officers School Command had adjusted the training curriculum. As such, the only change that these SWOs had experienced was an increased awareness of the importance of sound mariner skills. Once SWOs receive the new and mariner skills training/assessments, their proficiency levels will increase (See Report Footnote #32).

Recommendation 3: The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Navy ensure that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officers School Command, provides Commanding Officers with standard criteria to inform their evaluation of candidates for their Officer of the Deck qualification and incorporates these criteria into surface fleet guidance.

COMNAVSURFOR Response: CNSF concurs with this recommendation and believes such is in place.

a. The Surface Force utilizes standard criteria to Commanding Officers to inform their evaluation of candidates for their Officer of the Deck qualification. NAVEDTRA 43492-2K of 25 October 2018, Ship’s Control and Navigation, and NAVEDTRA 43101-4G of 26 July 2018, Surface Warfare Officer Combat Information Watch Officer (CICWO) and Officer of the Deck (OOD) Underway Personnel Qualification Standards (PQS) provide, in detail, the standard evaluation criteria for OOD qualification. OOD PQS provides the basis for both the watchstanding fundamentals each officer is expected to understand, and the tasks each officer is expected to complete. OOD PQS is routinely reviewed and tailored in order to ensure clarity, currency, and consistency with Fleet requirements. PQS, coupled with the Commanding Officer’s personal assessment of the officer’s knowledge and the effective application thereof, form the basis for OOD qualification. As such, Commanding Officers are equipped with all necessary tools to support OOD qualification. In addition, SWO candidates are required to successfully complete such standard milestone requirements as the Basic Division Officer and the JOOD / OOD Phase I courses as part of the qualification process. OOD qualification provides the opportunity to stand the watch. Experience, confidence, and increased proficiency are subsequently cultivated over time. As increasing quantities of SWOs complete milestone assessments and competency checks, the lessons learned via the associated performance data (and any corresponding training adjustments) will be distributed throughout the Surface Force. In this manner, Surface Force OOD performance metrics (and the enhanced achievement thereof) will be readily available to all SWOs.

b. GAO noted: “Commanding Officers in three of 12 interviews reported that they had to temporarily place their Division Officers on other ships to gain qualifying experience, and had to rely on the judgment of the other ships’ Commanding Officers in determining their qualifications as Officers of the Deck.”

1) For junior officers whose ships experience planned/unplanned maintenance periods, it is a historic and Surface Force-wide practice for Commanding Officers to temporarily assign those officers to similar ships whose operational schedule better support qualification. Such facilitates the opportunity to cultivate professional skills and develop experience. This practice by Commanding Officers positively promotes junior officer professional development and prevents the stagnation of critical skills.
Appendix V: Comments from the Department of Defense

Recommendation 4: The GAO recommends that the Secretary of the Navy ensure that the Commander, Naval Surface Forces, in coordination with Surface Warfare Officers School Command, develops a plan to analyze and use Mariner Skills Logbook information to inform decision-making.

COMNAVSURFOR Response: CNSF concurs with the recommendation.

a. The Surface Force has already implemented plans to collect mariner skills performance data across an officer’s career, as well as to collect statistical data (number of hours of bridge watch standing, number of evolutions, etc.) through the Mariner Skills Logbook. Efforts will be enacted to comprehensively evaluate performance data relative to Mariner Skills Logbook data in order to refine mariner skill milestone performance and proficiency criteria. The Surface Force will update its current Mariner Skills Logbook data collection requirements to reflect this requirement, as well as the potential long-term use of Mariner Skills Logbook data as one of many distribution tools.

b. GAO noted: “During our ship discussion groups, SWOs at the Division Officer and Department Head levels reported that they had begun filling out their logbooks and having them reviewed as required, but some acknowledged that they are inconsistently filling them out or that they were not entering any information in them.”

1) The Surface Force published Commander Naval Surface Forces Pacific and Commander Naval Surface Forces Atlantic Instruction 1412.9 “Surface Warfare Mariner Skills Logbook Requirements” in September 2018, and began issuing logbooks in the fall of 2018. During the time GAO conducted its group discussions (i.e. January through April 2019), logbooks were still being introduced to the Fleet and recording practices were still being established (See Report Footnote #39).
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